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1. Statement of opportunity
Sappi Tugela mill in Mandeni South Africa produces high quality container and fluting boards from recycled
and virgin fibre.
The 2012/2013 global recession lead to line closures, staff reduction and poor employee morale. The
future sustainability of the mill was dependant on engaged employees, not only understanding the business
strategy, but also how their jobs had an impact on the bottom line, how their jobs helped Tugela mill
achieve its goals and objectives and how taking responsibility for their jobs would benefit the business.
Basically it was not business as usual, employees needed to put in extra effort to ensure business success.
In other words employees needed to understand that Tugela mill had a strategy going forward and that they
were integral to the success of that strategy.
Shift work, cultural understanding, educational levels and access to electronic information created a
challenging environment within which to communicate business strategy to operational employees.
The opportunity arose for the Communications Department to implement a change communication
programme aimed at boosting staff engagement, influencing staff morale, whilst linking the employee’s
daily tasks to the mill business strategy and bottom line profitability.
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2. Research
•
•
•

Identifying issues around shop floor access to information.
Identifying new channels of communication.
Review of previous 2013 Engagement survey results .

3. Planning
Our objectives were to establish a visible, visually stimulating communication conduit at the mill
accessible to employees across all levels and disciplines. Fundamentally, to boost morale, foster
engagement amongst employees and connect the dots between strategy and daily jobs activities; every
opportunity was used to communicate Individual and departmental success stories which illustrated how a
specific task of an individual or department impacted the bottom line, OR, how a specific job/department
contributed to the business strategy of Tugela mill.
The criteria used to measure success were dip stick surveys. Dip stick surveys were regularly
conducted and undertaken to measure understanding of the strategic messages communicated via the
news boards. We wanted to find out if employees understood and identified with the strategic messaging
of the business.
A further criteria used to measure success was the 2015 Engagement Survey conducted in September
2015. We wanted to see if there had been any movement in Employee Engagement between the 2013
and 2015 Engagement surveys.
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4. Publics Targeted
The ‘All on Board’ News Boards conduit is an internal communications tool primarily aimed at reaching an
audience of shop floor operational workers with our line supervisors and foreman as a secondary audience.
Shop floor employees have little access to electronic information and rely on complicated printed material
or information from their supervisors. Cultural understanding, language barriers and literacy levels amongst
the workers contributed towards a lack of strategic message understanding.
The desired actions of the audience would be for the shop floor employees, Foreman and Line Managers
to read the news boards, identify with and understand not only the strategic business message but also
their role in making the business sustainable. The use of employees featured on the News Boards would
foster engagement within teams and build a sense of company morale.
The project would foster positive behaviour which in turn changes the behaviour that we don’t want. We
also wanted the audience to start implementing and recognising positive behaviour and actions amongst
staff in their own departments, independently of the News Boards.
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The main strategic business message was broken down into simple components and communicated to
the internal public as;
1.
2.
3.

The job I do has a direct impact in helping Tugela mill achieve its goals and objectives.
I need to take responsibility for my job and do it to the best of my ability.
A strategic business plan is in place for Sappi.
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The communication channels selected are integrated and support each other in conveying the
strategic business message.
o
o

o
o

Flash boards – highlight one of the strategic themes and refer employees to look at the News
Boards.
News Boards – these convey the strategic and general information to the employees in their
respective sections. Content includes, motivational quotes, business news, strategic information,
health and wellbeing, safety, community news and local employee news.
Picture stories – these are issued with payslips at the end of each month and re-inforce the
strategic messaging conveyed for that particular month.
Internal Newsletters – printed quarterly and provide highlights of the previous quarter.
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Action taken to consult with Management
The News Board campaign was initiated through the General Manager, HOD approval and support was
generated. Weekly strategic content is tabled as an agenda item at the weekly HOD management meeting.
A weekly meeting between Communication and the HR Manager further discusses the strategic content and
development of the message communicated.
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5. Execution
Initial stage:

Pre-awareness of the ‘All on Board’ News Boards created throughout the mill.

Install flash boards at strategic entrances and walkways throughout the mill (16 in total).

Identify and install News Boards at strategic entrances, walkways, Green Area and control rooms. (12 News Boards in total
each News Board Contains 16 segments for information).

6 week Initial roll out explaining how the news boards work.

Published a picture story re-iterating how the news boards work.

Dip stick survey to measure employees understanding of how the News Boards work.
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Picture story published explaining how the News Boards
worked.
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Dip stick survey to see if employees have seen the News
Boards on site.

Dip stick survey to see if employees received the picture
story explaining how the News Boards worked.
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ACTIVATION:
•
•
•
•

2 Flash Board notices every month.
Flash Board notices carry a theme linked to a business objective that points employees to the News
Boards for more information.
News Boards updated every two weeks.
News Board content includes general mill information as well as strategic content. It provides the reader
with a visual snapshot of what is current at Tugela mill.
• Strategic content points back to the business strategy by highlighting practical examples of
day to day success situations of employees who, while doing their work, are a positive
example of living the business strategy.
• This re-enforces positive behaviour and changes
behaviour that we don’t want.
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ACTIVATION:
•
•
•

The employee’s featured are primarily shop floor employees with a few line managers and foreman – in
line with the target audience.
Employees identify with other employees who are seen to be living the business strategy, with the result
that the news boards are not seen as a management top down driven tool.
News Board content is measured for understanding through a hard copy survey on a monthly basis. Dip
stick survey of sample size of 15
• Picture stories are distributed on a monthly basis via the payslips. The picture stories re-enforce the
previous month’s strategic theme, they are measured for understanding. Also hard copy survey with
a sample size of 15.
• Full colour internal magazine is published on a monthly basis.

The only adjustments to the original plan was that extra flash boards and news boards had to be ordered
because of the demand.
Some of the difficulties encountered initially were finding employees who were willing to be included on the
news boards as a living example of the business strategy. This is no longer the case, employees are only too
willing to be seen on the news boards.
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6. Evaluation
The objective of the internal campaign was for employees to understand the strategy and see their role in
living it while fostering engagement and morale amongst the employees.
•

The dip stick surveys conducted amongst the employees indicates that not only do employees understand
the business strategy, but that the news boards have achieved their intended objective of conveying
business messaging to the shop floor and line management levels in the business. Dip stick surveys – a
total of 19 surveys were conducted between March 2014 – September 2015, an example of the April
2015 attached.

•

A further evaluation was the massive improvement in 2015 Employee Engagement vs the 2013
survey

•

A surprising method of evaluation was word of mouth. In conversation, a number of First Line
Supervisors and Foreman said they mimic the positive tone in the News Boards by recognising the
positive behaviour of their staff. This has a huge impact on employee engagement and morale. Staff feel
appreciated and motivated. Staff who feel appreciated and motivated will go the extra mile.
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2015 Engagement Results

•
•
•

83% response rate (326 respondents)
Results vs Tugela 2013
• 9 out of 9 categories have improved
Tugela results vs Global Manufacturing norm
• 9 out of 11 categories are above the
manufacturing norm.
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Objective #1
•

The job I do has a direct impact in helping Tugela mill achieve its goals and objectives. (96% favourable).
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Objective #2
•

I need to take responsibility for my job and do it to the best of my ability. (95% favourable).
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Objective #3
•

A strategic business plan is in place for Sappi. (94% favourable).
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Major shift areas from 2013
The right hand green column indicated a percentage shift from the 2013
Engagement survey. The major shift areas below from 2013 are indicative of a
business unit that is more engaged with positive morale as opposed to 2013.
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Examples of notices linking the employees to the strategy.

Nosinathi explains that it’s everyone’s has a role to play in
the success of Tugela mill.
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Christiaan linking his job to the success of the
business.
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Siyabonga explaining how his department can
add value to the bottom line.
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An example of a survey taken in April 2015 to measure the understanding of the April 2015 notices.
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An example of a survey taken in April 2015 to measure the understanding of the April 2015 notices.
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An example of a survey taken in April 2015 to measure the understanding of the April 2015 notices.
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An example of a survey taken in April 2015 to measure the understanding of the April 2015 notices.
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An example of a survey taken in April 2015 to measure the understanding of the April 2015 notices.
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An example of a survey taken in April 2015 to measure the understanding of the April 2015 notices.
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